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PART 1

RED DRAGON



urfle kicked up a huge clump of dirt with his boot as he walked in front of me. The 
black soil hit my visor and stuck like spackle to the front of my helmet. Tired and Mbroken, all of us were covered in this damn PC mud and in need of a dry rack. The 

soggy divots of PC stuck to my boots and made my Nova armor smell like a sewer. After a week 
or two, strange stuff began to grow between the cracks. Nasty. My feet alone weighed a ton 
from the mud build up and made walking much harder. You couldn't even see my Denarion rank 
under the thick layer of crap. That was ok, I knew, because in syphon, no one gave a crap about 
rank anyways. Irony I guess.

"This D'ast rot, my feet are like hamburger," Corpsmen Redhawk said as he followed 
behind me.

"Shut up Hawk,” Crystar ordered. 
“Besides, all our feet hurt man." Murfle barked back to him in a loud whisper. Redhawk 

didn't bother talking back. True to form, I heard him swear something under his breath about 
the Kree.

Ahead, the crystal-shaped figure of a man with a giant sword on his muddy back turned 
around and eyed the file of Nova Corpsmen. “No talking,” he growled.

For just an instant I paused to look up from the mud and over the tops of the dwarf cypress 
and patches of brown bamboo.

The horizon of Pericles' Crossing was often an alluring shade of blood red and strange 
ocher. It clashed with the grey swirling sky in a vortex of multi-colored gas. Overall, it was a 
seductive visual, an eternal sunset…or sunrise depending on how you looked at it. Now, tiny 
specks of light flashed in the air. I had seen enough of PC to know it was not natural. Explosions 
or electrical activity, I knew. Gravimetric hyper-engines, at least I hoped. It was a sure sign of 
star ships arriving in the upper orbit. As I looked up, the sky lit up with more and more activity.

You could feel it all in the air, charged and ominous. Something big was up, I thought.
I did not know it then, but my squad was about to become involved in one of the largest 

battles of the war. High above, Operation: Red Dragon was already underway. 
All hell was about to be unleashed. The problem was, they forgot to tell us about any of it.

*****

We had been kicking around the swamps of the planet for a few weeks. The fighting had been 

fierce and the casualties were numerous. Our orders were to seek and destroy pockets of 
Badoon in the "hospitable" portion of the PC countryside. "Recon by fire" they called it. What it 
meant was that we had to patrol around like woodchucks and wait for some Badoon to shoot at 
us. Naturally, we Syphon guys were the few who actually volunteered to get ambushed. It was 
a raw deal, but the only thing that really worked to ferret out the entrenched Badoon cells. 
Most of PC was under control of the Nova Corps now, but a few large pockets of the enemy 
needed to be rooted out in the good old swampy pits of the "sweet spot" of the planet.

Meanwhile, up in space, the fleet was prepping for the inevitable Badoon counter attack. 
Command described our role as more of the same "clean-up operations", but most of us knew 
they were just the kind of Ops where acting sloppy could get you killed.

On its own, the swamp had no problems being sloppy; PC was a tidal locked planet. That 

STORY SO FAR - The year is 2146 and the Andromeda Galaxy is at war with the Badoon. In the heart of this bloody conflict, members 
of Nova Corps - Syphon Four Two fight, both veterans and newbies such as James Luck from Earth. One such strategic planet that 
both sides considered vital was "Pericles' Crossing" - yet as the war rages on, new hostiles emerge...



meant the world's rotation was fixed and the same side always faced her star. That there was 
any life on the hellhole at all was a minor miracle, but somehow life managed to fester in these 
awful swamps. The temperature here was "just right" for the evolution of life. Unfortunately, it 
was terrible and aggressive life, the stuff of nightmares that the universe teemed with. Like 
most armpits, the place was a killer soup filled with a million things ready to kill, poison, or rot a 
living being away. If the flesh eating bacteria globules didn't get you, the toxic cloud bursts and 
explosive acid geysers would. 

The local fauna were another matter; huge stalking reptiles, carnivorous insects, and 
blood sucking snake things were everywhere. It was no wonder the Badoon loved it. Those 
bastards loved the heat and the reptiles must have made them feel right at home.

To tell you the truth, I actually preferred fighting in the charcoal grill that was the rest of 
PC to this place.

The platoon had marched all day through the swamp and lost four guys along the way. We 
got ambushed by a Badoon patrol a few hours ago. It was more than we could handle, but the 
comms were shot and command offered no backup or air support. As a result, we had to break 
contact through an alternate route and got separated from the main company. At that point, 
we were basically lost and cut off.

"We'll be fine if we make the high ground," Centurion Crystar said, as he pointed to a 
slightly elevated tuft of dry land. One of the Corpsman struggled to pull his boot from the 
muck. “Pick everybody up and let's go,”

Centurion Crystar was our new Squad Leader in this outfit. Like most hard chargers and 
serial killers, he was a “quiet guy” who did most of his talking with his blaster and the four foot 
crystalline blade on his back. He got his name for a good reason; the guy was made completely 
of crystal, or something exactly like it…organic rock maybe. Sadly, he didn't talk about his 
complexion much. When you asked him where he was from or what he did before the war, he 
never gave anyone an answer. I never saw or heard of anyone who looked like him in the Corps. 

Nobody knew what his native race was or where his home world was located. I can tell 
you, however, that we all liked him. He was a born leader and you knew he was comfortable 
acting in the front of the pack. As a squad leader, he was fair to us and let us do a lot on our own. 
Likewise, he treated us as professionals and didn't micromanage. It was nice at last to have 
someone who spoke to us like men (or women) and not dogs. In Syphon we were all proven 
Corpsmen and it felt good someone recognized it.

My new unit was a special group within Nova SOF, the "Champions of Xandar" Battalion 
within the Syphon Division. We were all seasoned vets who had survived several battles on PC.

Some of the other men were placed here because they had some sort of unique ability. 
Powers, if you will. They had been mostly recruited from Earth, Halaa and Titan. Old school 
“capes” and “spacers” we called them. Some old petty crooks and villains, the kind that used to 
pester Spider-man or latch on with dead names like the Power Broker. Despite that, the 
Champions still needed a few blokes who were just as good with a gun, and that summed up me 
and Murf's contributions.

Crystar was one of those guys who was not so normal. Besides his diamond hard skin, he 
was strong and quick. He didn't even have much Nova tech boosting his abilities. I saw him lift a 
boulder once that must have weighed a few tons. Like I said, he insisted on carrying around a 
big sword that looked like it was a hundred years old. He mostly used a blaster-rifle though, just 
like the rest of us. I always knew when he whipped out that blade we were in a tough spot. I 
almost dreaded seeing it.



Crystar paused for a moment and motioned for us all to take a knee. The bog around us 
foamed over with a primordial anger. A thousand insects and lizards hissed and clicked. The 
huge stalks of cattail-like plants and tubers flailed back and forth with the slight wind.

“Contact front,” he whispered. “Unknown structure, one hundred seventy five meters 
south west,” Crystar said into his comm feed. He pointed to a small speck in the distance, 
barely visible through dense swamp air. “Luck and Pirvat, recon that shed. Do not engage,” 
Did I mention Crystar could see like an eagle?

“Yes, sir,” Pirvat replied.
Ditmal Pirvat was one of those super humans from Earth recruited after the invasion. He 

used to run by the name of "Star Thief", though he didn't use it anymore. We would tease him 
about the name every now and then. The name "Pirvat" was not much better, but I wasn't one 
to talk. His looks weren't much more natural; the man was basically pure cosmic energy 
trapped in a reinforced glass containment suit. He could send out bolts of some sort of energy 
through his arms and fly if he wanted, but he said it weakened him so he rarely did it. These days 
he used a shotgun mostly. 

"Luck, fire up the probes and run a remote scan of the building ahead," Pirvat said. "Looks 
like some sort of storage conex. Very odd." he said to me, his voice was always a little funny, like 
someone talking through a fan.

The structure wasn't entirely unusual; sometimes we would bump into abandoned 
conexes that the Nova Corps had air dropped from orbit during the initial invasion of PC. Even 
better, a lot of times they would have some extra supplies still in them. I knew we could use a 
resupply about now. We all knew, however, a Nova conex this far within the sweet spot felt 
wrong.

Acting on my orders, I grabbed a "nano bat" pod from my cargo pocket and sent it 
skyward. They were remote flying drones we used to obtain real time images of a potential 
objective. With a quick pop, two of the bats went flying toward the building. A second later, I 
was getting linked images in my HUD overhead.

Pirvat was right. The nano bats circled around the structure sending data to the squad. 
Soon after, more images and analysis appeared in my HUD. It was clearly a metal style conex 
built into the side of a small hill. The building, however, had moss growing from the doors and 
looked prehistoric. Old. Very old. I knew for sure; this was not an airdropped Nova conex.

“It's not ours,” I said to Ditmal. “Maybe something indigenous?”
“Doubtful,” Pirvat mused.
Together, we bounded toward the building. Pirvat was pretty lousy at stealth. Like I said, 

he was pure cosmic energy and glowed neon green. Worse, he made a horridly loud crackling 
noise, and you could smell some type of sulfur in him a mile away. He was fast though and used 
to talk about fighting Earth heroes like the New Warriors back when all that stuff went on.

"Crystar, you getting these scans?" Pirvat asked over the comm channel. 
“No guards, not Badoon,”
"Yeah, looks deserted, secure the outside and we'll bound up," he said as he motioned to 

the squad.
Suddenly, the loud crack through the air amidst the glaring silence sent a shock up both our 
spines. Even from my position, I jumped a foot.

“What the hell?” Pirvat crackled.
Yet, the noise of a Badoon sniper round was unmistakable.
I couldn't see them, but back at the squad, our medic, one Denarion named Aurora 



exploded as she was hit with the brunt of the ionic charged shot. A cloud of blood splashed 
across the black sod. I was told later that the round had ripped her nearly clean in half and sent 
the pieces of her in two different directions. She didn't even have time to scream. From my spot 
a few hundred meters away, all I could see was her vital signs as they blinked to red on the HUD 
in my helmet, which indicated a flatline. Dead right there. She was an Inhuman girl, about the 
same age as me and good with a blaster. 

"Damn! Get a perimeter set up, contact rear!" Crystar shouted.
From my perch, I could see the squad flop down and a burst of gunfire and plasma rounds 

flew back and forth. Pirvat and I were still far from the position scouting out the bunker.
Like robots we started bounding up back towards the squad. Locked behind them, we 

held our fire for a few minutes. The HUD in my helmet told me right where they were, but the 
interference was intense.

Before I knew what hit me, I saw Crystar, Murfle and Corpsman Redhawk sprinting our 
way.

"Fall back! Get on line in the building!" Crystar barked at me.
“We can't just leave her body!” Razo complained as she paused and looked back to 

Aurora's crumpled form.
“We're not,” Crystar snapped. “But we need to regroup for now,”
Denarion Julie Razo's hesitation cost her as well; another crack of a Badoon sniper rifle 

rang out, the mutated cypress tree next to her split apart, and was followed by a sea of laser 
fire. She went down hard and slid through the mud, her shoulder armor smoking.

“Da'ast!” I heard her curse.
Without saying a word, Pirvat and I bounded forward. Now, it was more like a sprint. I ran 

for her body while Pirvat sprayed the dark limits of the swamp with blasts from his shotgun. 
Explosive flechettes from his loaded shells streamed through the thick trees and splintered the 
wood and mangroves. Shuffling ghosts beyond the trees returned fire with a salvo of alien 
laser.

There was the blurred instant of battle; I picked up Razo and threw her over my shoulder. 
Thankfully, she was a small human girl from the Bronx, tough as nails….but not too heavy. Like 
any good New Yorker, she was swearing and cursing like a pro as she settled onto my spaulder.

“Get to that Bunker!” Crystar boomed.
Snark-brand laser rounds scorched all around me and more trees shattered like confetti at 

a birthday party. This was no mere sniper either; I could hear the sound of Badoon hover tanks 
in the distance. Through my visor I could make out a huge group of snakes marching through 
the trees. The numbers were out of control. What I saw must have been an entire Badoon 
Brigade.

“Something sure as hell has got them all up and moving,” Murfle said.
"We're screwed, Luck!" Pirvat crackled.
"No flarking way! Not today Pervy," I replied as I reached into one of my pouches and 

grabbed a grenade. Without looking, I tossed the frag toward the wood line. 
Frag out!” I shouted. A loud boom covered us as we fell back. I could barely see a group of 

Snark infantry scatter over the distant hillocks.
On cue, we turned hard and ran for the building. Crystar and what was left of the squad put 
down a solid wall of fire to cover our retreat.

“Move now!” he ordered.
The conex was behind us. What was once a “danger zone” of unknown variables was now 



our salvation.
As we got close to the giant metal door, I heard the sudden sound of breaking glass and a 

thud. Before I could look back, Pirvat was thrown forward and buried in the mud. I could see 
green energy leaking from a shattered crack on his chest piece. 

“Perv!” I shouted. He hated that nickname.
“I'm hit,” he coughed in garbled static.
Down in the muck, he raised his arm in something like pain. His voice chirped like a 

malfunctioning air conditioner.
I grabbed him by the collar with one hand and dragged him toward the door, Razo still on 

my shoulder. The enemy fire whizzed by all around me and past my head as I felt like I had the 
weight of the world on me. As I got closer, Murfle came from the door and helped me with Star 
Thief. Taking a hold of his smoking body, we both put our heads down and went through the 
creaking metal doors.

There was a smell of must and gun oil inside. Frantically, I flopped down Razo on a dusty 
pile of debris. She seemed to be doing ok as she cussed me out in Spanglish.

“Pinchy Luck Boy, watch it!” she snapped.
The Star Thief, however, was in far worse shape. Murfle grabbed his chest and tried to 

keep his suit intact with his gloved hand. He was crackling loud wheezes.
“Damn, I don't know what to do for him, Luck,” Murf swore as he ran his fingers over the 

crack in his suit.
"We keep shooting,” Crystar ordered. “If we don't hold them off…we'll all be on the floor. 

Now, get up here and fire through the door or were dead," Crystar shouted as he unloaded his 
rifle through the crack in the thick metal port. "Redhawk get on the horn for some air support," 
he ordered. “Try to get command one more time,”

"We're meat out here if they can't get to us," Redhawk groaned.
For a second, I thought about poor Aurora.

"What the hell are we going to do?" Murfle asked as he clamped his hand down on Pirvat's 
smoking wound. He was gasping with severe pain as green smoke plumed from his neck. The 
crackles were gone, and his bright yellow eyes went wide open and blank.

"I don't know," I said to myself. “He's dying,”
 “Jesus, I got command!” Redhawk shouted. I could hear something on the other end of his 
comm feed crackle.
For another moment there was mostly silence. The shooting lulled outside as I eyed out over 
the smoke and mist.

"Holding this wound is burning my hand." Murfle said as he grimaced with pain.
“Just get off him for now, Murf, nothing we can do,” Crystar answered. “We need your gun 

up front,” 
Redhawk cursed and spit.
"Air support denied! D'ast!" Redhawk said, as he cut off his feed. "They say something big 

is going on upstairs. Looks like the counter-attack is on. The rest of the company has already 
pulled back. They left us all here. They say a whole combined Brigade of Snakes are on our 
twenty,”

"Then we are on our own," Crystar said as he blasted with his rifle out the crack in the door.
“I clicked off when he started saying god bless you shit heads,”
"Hawk, shut your mouth or I'll shoot you myself,” Crystar said. “Trust me, the Da'st Corps 

won't miss another junk Earther out here," 



Redhawk shut up. If anything, he knew the blue man meant what he said.
"Luck, what about that junk behind us? See if there is anything of use. I'm almost out of 

ammo," Crystar ordered as he pointed to the back of the connex." Let's get a good count of 
what we have. Redhawk! Get your butt with me and let's shoot some snakes,"

Redhawk ran to the door and joined Crystar in the jam. A moment later, the pair was 
blasting away in unison.

“Damn there's too many,” Redhawk griped. Likewise, Murfle joined them at the door.
I looked back at the room filled with dusty boxes and dirty sheet covered mechanics. Junk 

mostly. For a moment, I thought I saw a wing from an old space shuttle and a space suit from 
earth's 1960s. There was an old Kree Sentry with its head missing. I looked at it closer; the main 
capacitor was fried and a bunch of small lizards were living in the housing unit. More useless 
junk, I thought.

Throwing aside dusty tarps, I looked around some more.  In the back of the facility, I 
noticed a massive object hidden under another old sheet. The hulking form was half the size of 
the room, covered by a huge cross section of rubberized tarp. Something giant was 
underneath.

"Murfle, help me with this cover," 
He came over and we tugged the huge dingy sheet off to the side. As we did, a billow of 

dust churned upwards into the room.
My heart raced when I saw what was underneath. The ebon metal molded with crimson 

polished sides and was shaped vaguely like a titanic humanoid. The giant underneath, 
however, was something unbelievable. It was a robot of some sort, not unlike the custom 
Mandroids we had back on the Carrier, but it was much bigger, twice the size at least. It had a 
class of unfamiliar cannons on its arms and shoulders. The chest and forearms were lined with 
sharp blades and cutting knives. A huge half-moon blade protruded from the torso, serrated, 
hooked and jagged, the edges were keen, and made to slice through steel like butter. Even 
worse, whatever this thing had been was battered and torn by the stench of war; there were 
deep metal ruts and scars all over the huge frame. It was certainly something made for battle. 
Destruction, I thought.

The head of the mechanical creature had a pod with a small cockpit inside. It was just big 
enough for a person to slid into. For some reason, the reflective sockets that must have been 
eyes looked filled with an unquenched rage. 

“You have to see this,” I gasped.
"What the hell is it?" Murfle asked. As he looked up at the robot. In all honesty, I did not 

know what to say.
Redhawk turned his head, "It's a walking butcher shop, man, look at those blades!"
So too, Crystar looked back and nearly dropped his rifle. His eyes pooled with a gleam and 

his crystal mouth widened to a grin. "I'll be damned. I have not seen one of those in years…" 
"Well, do you know what it is?" I asked, "It looks ancient,"
"It's our ticket outta here is what it is," Crystar said as he pulled his sword off his back. 

"That, my friend, is a Starrior…!" he added as he looked back at me with that same crystal smile.
Beyond the doors, I could now barely hear the sound of tanks.

TO BE CONTINUED...
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he overhead lights were flickering. They weren't biolum ones; they didn't have that distinct pleasant 
blue-green hue. These were white. Filled with gas that if you listened very closely made a faint buzzing Tsound. They hurt Tei-Sha'qui 's eyes to look at them for more than a few seconds. She had to avert her 

gaze to the green marble tiled floor. She still knew when the lights were flickering because she saw their 
reflection in the tiles; white stripes that looked like bar-codes on food packets. 

Delvedia.  MediCEN, Hel'thi District
Three hours (DMT) after Nova’s flight to the Sphere... 

Tei-Sha'qui sat on a chair, one of seven. Next to her was Mother. The rest were occupied. There was an 
old man still wearing his synthol foil cape over his shoulders keeping himself warm. Underneath the thermal 
insulated covering Tel-shal-qui could see his red coat was worse for wear; the cuffs were frayed, one button was 
missing and there was a tear in the right hand sleeve. He looked familiar and she realized she had seen him in 
the Arcade; sitting on the floor with an old lady, his wife, shivering with cold. 

She'd been drawing people in the Arcade while they had been waiting; it had been cold so some of the 
others had lit fires in the littler bins. She'd sketched the couple; they had been happy, holding each for support 
while they had all been waiting for someone to come and rescue them but now the old man looked sad and 
forlorn. He'd been crying. The grey haired lady was nowhere to been seen. 

Next to him was a young couple and next to them were a man and a boy who was about her age. He 
looked at her and he smiled and hid his eyes behind his hands as if he wanted to play a game. 

The lights flickered again. Her long legs dangled over the edge barely touching the floor. It wasn't 
comfortable. No cushion, just hard plastic which she didn't like at all. 

She allowed her legs to swing to and fro, her hands holding on tightly to her art-pad which lay on her 
lap. It has lost its new-ness; dust has scarred the outer black casing, the sliver edge was scuffed. She hadn't 
tried to switch it on since they had been rescued; the battery wasn't charged properly.

 It needed to draw in a little amount of ambient power from the pico-photonic cells embedded in the 
case top but one of them was cracked slightly and she didn't want to risk pressing the big green on button. 
Father would have to take it back to shop for repair but then she remembered what had happened to the 
shops, to the entire city and suddenly she didn't know how long it would be before it would be working again as 
everyone around her seemed so sad and pre-occupied; little things didn't seem to matter at the moment. So 
she just held it tightly, her only personal possession she currently had. She asked Mother when they would be 
going home.
 “I don't know,“ she replied. Tei-Sha'qui could tell Mother was worrying. When she was worried she 
would continually rub her hands together in a circular motion. She was doing that now. Father had been gone 
for a while now. He'd left to find someone to speak to; an “important” person who could tell them. 

The MediCEN fascinated her. Around her she watched the frantic activity as red, white and green 
garbed staff assisted the sick and ill out of the wards. New patients were shepherded into temporary check-up 
areas; more people were led down corridors, everything accompanied by an ever present babble of 
conversation which Tei-Sha'qui tried her best to comprehend…..

……transfers of wards Ten through Seventeen in progress….
……Casualties, so many……
….haven 't had a break since morning……
....I'm sorry. She didn't make it….I'm so sorry…..
…they say it's an attack from up there……
Two hundred ships went down…and that's just an early estimate….
I heard that the reactor's going to blow….that we're all going to die….
I saw him! Just blasted all that glass away with a wave of his hands before it hit the ground, never seen 

anything like it….
I have a Code Blue in progress for Oracle's sake! Just get someone here!!

STORY SO FAR - Rendering assistance to the Delvedians, Richard Rider, aka NOVA619, is on his way to the local star to investigate 
the source of the geostorms that have blighted the planet from the normally passive star known as the Oracle, leaving behind one 
particular Delvedian family in the heart of an unfolding worldwide disaster...



The journey to the MediCEN in the big orange/green bus hadn't lasted long. Their bus was one of six. 
Following one another like marsh ants. The buses took Sy-vin Street heading away from the Arcade and out 
towards Hel'thi District. 

It passed three storey tenements which her family could never have afforded since Father had lost his 
job at the Scientifica. The windows were broken. Bits of metal were stuck in the roofs, in trees devoid of leaves 
and on the sidewalk. Across the street the large park headed towards the edge of the river beyond which see 
could see the hills which marked the edge of the Velt. 

She saw tents and multi-coloured vehicles and people in plastic overalls and wearing hats, just like the 
ones that had helped her family to the bus. She saw a large commuter, like the ones she saw every morning and 
every night lying on its side, smoke and fire was coming out of it. She recognized the firemen, holding long 
hoses dousing the commuter with water; the pipes sprawled all the way back to the river. She'd been to a 
firehouse last year when her class visited one. She'd marvelled at the fire-vehicles, how clean and bright they 
were but they looked old. 

She saw rows of white sheets lying on the grey grass. The light breeze made them move. She could tell 
that there was something hidden underneath each one. She asked Mother what they were. Mother told her 
not to look. But she looked anyway and she saw….she saw…

The buses had to stop and start several times. She was glad she wore a seat belt otherwise she would 
have fallen off the seat; the roads were partly blocked by vehicles and people. She saw policemen, lots of them 
dressed in blue and white with their funny hats directing people and vehicles using light sticks and loudhailers. 

At one point the road passed under the Loop. She couldn't see any trains running. As they crossed a 
bridge which spanned one of the smaller tributaries of the delta, the banks lined with tall reeds into Hel'thi 
District she saw a large white building standing overlooking the river. Circular windows glinted in the sunlight. 
A large green cross adorned one side of it stretching all the way up to the curving transparent roof. She knew it 
was a MediCEN; in fact she remembered she had been here before when she had her inoculations. That wasn't 
a pleasant memory; her arm had itched for days and she had felt very ill. Mother arranged for a doctor to 
attend.
 She'd seen lots of doctors, always friendly. Soft spoken and often they had candies which they gave out 
to make her feel better with the medicines she'd taken. She'd missed school for a few days but she had missed 
her friends so she remembered Mother had invited them around for an afternoon party in the communal 
garden to cheer her up. 

She glanced at her watch. It still wasn't ticking. She'd remembered Father talking to the young alien in 
blue and gold when they had been walking through the dark tunnel. He'd held one of his hands up, soft blue-
white light illuminated the way…it was quite magical cause the light came from inside him. How she didn't 
know but she was still convinced he was an angel. What else could he be? 

She had heard them talking. Father had mentioned Uncle Mal'dran've. She knew that Father didn't like 
him a lot though she couldn't understand why. He had always been kind and polite. Whatever the angel and 
Father had been talking about, Father had only told Mother and both of them had not said anything to Tei-
Sha'qui at all which she didn't like one bit! 

Tei-Sha'qui knew that Mother and Father knew a secret, well another secret. Parents knew lots of 
secrets….but what parents didn't know that kids knew lots of secrets too…about them…about the old lady in 
the flat above theirs who own a Fogron that she knew she shouldn't have but well it was so lovely and gentle 
and it liked Saffon cakes… so for the moment Tei-Sha'qui concluded they were even. 

Across the corridor there was a circular window. There were several windows along this end of the 
corridor. Hours ago sunlight had filtered through them bathing the corridor in a pleasant yellow/white glow. 
Now the corridor was bathed in light with a distinct rose tinted shade. It was still late afternoon. The sun wasn't 
due to set for a few more hours and yet the light had all the qualities associated with a summer sunset. But 
there was something wrong with the light. 

“Can I go and look out of the window?” she asked Mother. 
“Yes you can. But don't wander away.”
“I won't.”
Tei-Sha'qui slid off the chair, her feet tilted so that the tips of her toes touched the floor first, holding the 

sides of the chair for support. She was a big girl. She could do it all by herself! She looked out of the window. 
Casualty was located on four floors including ground. The waiting area where Tei-Sha'qui's family and other 
survivors from the Arcade had been requested to stay was on the second floor. 



The sky was redder. Towering grey clouds over the Velt took on a purplish hue. The light reflected from 
thousands of windows from the tall skyscrapers in the centre of the city where the businessmen in tidy suits 
went every day. She could see tall plumes of smoke rising from the skyline. She wondered what caused them. 
Then pictures popped into her mind, the park, the crashed commuter lying on its side….

She heard a voice behind her and for a moment she thought Father has come back. But he hadn't. 
Hanging from the ceiling was an Intel-screen. 

On the screen she recognized the face of the Alpha. Occasionally the images wavered, flickered, just 
like the lights. She had seen the images twice now but every time she looked at his “wrinkled face” it told the 
same story. He looked sad too and like Mother; he was trying to hide his feelings as he spoke slowly and 
carefully. She didn't understand what he was saying but she knew it was important…

…..I speak to you as we face one of the most turbulent times in modern history. Many of you will question - has the 
Oracle deserted us? I can assure you that everything that can be done will be done. EmedProCen have kept the 
Senate fully informed of the relief operations now in progress. For that I thank them and all the personnel involved 
in the relief effort.  

Even so EmedProCen have requested additional support and so in response we have taken the unique 
precedent to ask for outside assistance. No doubt some of you will be alarmed by this move. I can appreciate that 
immensely. It is a decision which we debated carefully and quickly, and not without reservations, but in the end we 
have no alternative. We must endure. 

As I speak, vessels from other worlds now orbit our planet. Do not be alarmed. You will be afraid of the 
Sal'thi in our midst yet they are here by divine guidance from the Oracle. They will coordinate with EmedProCen 
throughout the duration of the relief operation. You will shortly receive details. Be vigilant. Be responsive. 

I grieve with those of you who have lost loved ones. Their iasis' will be forever remembered. I ask you to be 
strong, supportive and remember that we will endure. That is a tremendous strength our fore-fathers instilled 
within us all. It is an inner strength that will ensure we emerge back into the light. I thank you for your attention.” 

Tei-Sha'qui felt a subtle sensation, a vibration in the floor. People around her felt it too. They were looking out 
of the other windows in the corridor.
 She saw shadows creeping across the lawns. She glanced up and saw the ships. They were sleek, blue 
metallic boxes with wings that looked like those of an Egret, quite breathtaking. They glided over the city 
hovering over the tallest of buildings, grouping around the Scientifica building. One of them was hovering over 
the MediCEN, she could tell because some of the drivers who were helping ill people out of the newly arrived 
transports were looking up, pointing. 
 “What are you looking at Little Sky?”

Tei-Sha'qui looked up. Father had come back. She hugged him around his waist. He returned her 
greeting but did not smile. He looked towards Mother. 

They didn't say this evacuation was compulsory. We have a right to decide. Father didn't answer 
immediately. “We have to face the future. Everyone does. I never can understand why so many cling to the 
past. The future is now….”

“You did. You've loved the past. Your work, even if…”
“Maybe I was wrong. Perhaps I should have…”
“I'm thirsty!” Tei-Sha'qui said suddenly.
“Do you want some juice? There's a vendor by reception.” 
“Can I come? Can I?” Tei-Sha'qui looked at Mother for approval. 
“Do you want something to drink?” Father asked Mother. 
“Jen-shal will do. Did you see the broadcast? We have visitors.”
“No. I've been in one of the offices,” Father said slowly. 
“Who's arrived?” Father's eyes narrowed a sign of puzzlement that Tei-Sha'qui knew very well. She'd 

seen his “puzzle face” a lot when he spent time in his study. When he couldn't figure out something on the Intel-
screen or one of his “old papers” was a puzzle that he couldn't unlock. He usually remained quiet, not 
speaking…..if he did he'd often shout and tell Mother to leave him be. She usually cried afterwards. 

“You should see them!” Tei-Sha'qui said tugging at her Father's left hand. “They'll all shiny, just like the 
angel. I saw them outside….”

“Well let's go and see them. I'm sure they're friendly…”
Father reached down and picked Tei-Sha'qui up in his arms.



 “We won't be long.”, Father told Mother. She smiled briefly. 
Tei-Sha'qui waved at Mother and they went down the corridor, through the double doors towards the 

lift. The doors opened and standing in the lift was a bipedial Sal'thi – a very big Sal'thi! He was twice the height 
of Father with pure white skin that was very shiny. His head was bald, no hair and his face had no nose! He didn't 
have a nose. He looked funny but Tei-Sha'qui could tell Father was afraid. So were others standing in the 
corridor behind him; activity had slowed down the moment the lift doors parted revealing the impressive 
figure. 

The newcomer glanced around, looking at Father first then at Tei-Sha'qui and the other people behind 
him.
 “I apologise for startling you.“ 

And somehow she knew, just like the Star-man, she believed him. The tall man walked out of the lift and 
down the corridor passing out of sight. Father went into the lift pressing a button. The lift's melodic voice said 
“Sub-level two”. 

“Father. The drinking machine is….”
“Just be quiet…”
“But Father….”
“Just be quiet.” 
She looked at Father's eyes. They glowed with a red inner light which unlike the warm blue glow of the 

Star-Man’s eyes, were no longer reassuring. Looking at them she felt afraid as if something was terribly wrong 
with Father ---and she couldn’t comprehend why...

9

Cerebral Log/ Richard J. Rider – Entry 32.4/16 CMO/UDI Alpha Rider One  

Ever watched the original Point Break? I rented a copy at Hollywood Video one night and me, Bernie and Caps 

watched it to take our minds off impending finals. Caps had this idea to do a surfer's party at the flat we shared 
back then in Queens. He'd bought barbequed cod, several buckets of fries and got some netting and a blow-up 
“Ariel” mermaid from a porn shop to decorate the flat. We wore Hawaiian shirts to get into the right mood. 
Turned out the film was a bit of a disappointment. 

Forget the fact that it's about a group of surfers who commit robberies wearing masks of ex-
Presidents. Although let's face it that's pretty hilarious. No, concentrate on the leader character, Johnny Utah, 
federal agent, assigned to infiltrate the gang and get enough evidence to convict them. He has to make them 
think he's a surfer; but he can't surf! Never ridden a wave or stood on a surf board. Only recently learned how to 
swim Stick with me; I'm making a point here! 

There's this scene that's pretty apt. He's out in the water, clinging to his board like a limpet. And he's 
staring at this huge wall of water rushing towards him the top of which is a fury of white foam; and there's the 
noise too. Imagine it. Loud roar making his heart miss a few beats. There's a close up of his eyes, wide open. 
Filling the whole tee-vie screen. 
 Well I can finally fully sympathise with how Mr Reeves must've felt. Cause looking at what was coming 
towards me. I kinda shared a karma moment with him.

If Xander hadn't upgraded the hydrogen alpha filters over my eyes, space would've looked pretty 
normal except most of the surrounding stars would've been obscured by the Oracle's now intense glare. Bet 
the folks back on Delvedia Oranalis were getting an eyeful. Not literally I might add; what part of God's Eye my 
A.I Xander had repaired were operational sending data squirts back to the Scientifica. Down in the streets and 
across the planet, folks would not see the wave for another few minutes because of the light time lag. 

Through the filter, it looked like a wave of light constantly changing hue as energetic particles shifted 
up and down the electromagnetic spectrum. The energy readings were off the scale….

What's that? 
Storm surge Rich! Concentrated energetic particles held together in an energy helix ranging between 

minus sixty to eight thousand TsI. Level Eight. Warning: Elevated increase in radiation levels, re-routing 
power reserve to boost phase shield integrity. 



At least the Nanos will get a bit of a banquet. Options! 
Rich you can't…
Look. Do I really need to spell this out? If that storm front hits Delvedia then what will it do? You say it's a 

Level Eight? That's worse than the last one…..you better transmitting a warning to Peter and the Scientifica! 
Already done….
I kept going…keeping the storm front behind me; my trail of Nova energy zoomed towards the blue 

shift. 
It'll cause massive disruption to the planet's magnetosphere. Adding to the present alignment, the 

energies will be magnified. It will break the power grid; the fusion reactor could go critical if the systems 
inter-mix redundancies fail, causing a potential chain reaction. Added to that, the accompanying radiation 
wave following in its wake it will breech the planet's magnetosphere. All life on the day-side would be 
adversely affected. It'll loose momentum when it reaches the heliopause, the line where the solar wind 
bleeds into interstellar space outside the planetary system. But it'll be too late for Delvedia – it'll be one fried 
crisp of a planet. 

You say it'll slow down as it goes further out, like ripples on the sea. Ripples...Waves…I wonder…
Rich, it's not that simple. 
You've never been to Montalk Bay watching waves crash onto the beach; come to think of it you'll never 

feel sand between your toes or whatever. You've got my brother's memories; all that stuff Worldmind uploaded 
from my head into your personality matrix but its window dressing. You're good at thinking big and I'm good at 
thinking intimate. Let's use that. I can't stop the wave in its entirety but maybe I can defect part of it to protect the 
planet! I want to try and create a gravimetric breakwater…

That may well work.
No harm in trying. 
A load of complex Xandarian mathematical formulae squirted into my brain. I stopped, and stood 

suspended in space just beyond the edge of the habitable zone.  I concentrated and let the flow of gravitons 
inside me flow outwards.  On the HUD, the surge closed in on my position, a piece of blue, red and gold flotsam 
about to meet a perfect storm... 

****

The Nova Force flowed out, surrounding my body in a nimbus of energy, intermixing with the very fabric of 

reality around me. I held my fists in front of me acting as a focal point for the energies and gritted my teeth. I 
was gonna create an upper magnitude stargate. Bigger than the one I'd created at Nycos. But I wasn't going to 
open it anywhere. What I was focusing on was its affect on local gravity. 

Surprisingly gravity isn't one of the big fundamental universal forces but gotta give it its due it keeps 
everything in its place. Stars. Planets. Dogs on leads while walking through Central Park or petty criminals 
robbing the dog owners who've made the mistake to walk through the park at night. It also pushes and pulls at 
everything. And can even punch through the very fabric of space/time creating wormholes to that 
intradimensional realm called fold-space. Saves a lot on air miles… 
 I was creating a cosmic breakwater. It was over half a light year wide, blooming to about three at its ever 
shifting edges bled into surrounding space, a  vast electric blue plasma cloud of ionised gravitons that looked 
like a giant electric spider's web. The lines of gravitons glowed super hot, positively changed photons gave off 
ambient light that must've looked like a mini sun in the Delvedian sky. That's if anyone was watching. Probably 
too busy concentrating on staying alive though I suspected the Scientifica would record the event for future 
generations to debate about; pending if they still had a future. 

Xander modulated the flow of Nova Force as it spread from the event horizon which hung before me 
like a hungry mouth. Usually I do not hesitate to dive head first into the trans-dimensions tunnel beyond but I 
maintained my position. I felt the rush of energy, sensed trails of cosmic dust and even the odd piece of inter-
planetary debris pass by me as they became ensnared in the gravitational vortex, passing the event horizon 
and falling into the wormhole beyond. 

Xander has set random coordinates: where the corresponding exit point wasn't really that important. 
As long as it didn't cause any problems with any other intelligent life forms, cause worst case scenario would be 
if the vortex terminated inside a planetary atmosphere, especially if it was an M-Class planet. I glanced at my 
HUD out of concern; the termini was somewhere in Monocerotis, fifty thousand mega light years away. Xander 
senses my concern and assured me that the region had no life sustaining worlds, the whole area was 



dominated by a massive red super giant; its radiation field extending billions of kilometres out into space, 
pretty hostile to all known forms of life. 

Yeah, But what about the unknown ones?
The thought crossed my mind for a few nano-seconds but then I had to keep my mind on the task at 

hand. Cause ladies and gentlemen: surf's up! The wave hit the fringes of the stargate at twenty five thousand 
kilometres per second. But as I hoped the breakwater did what I'd intended. It created a sizable gap in the ring. 
How? Okay, easy version. Most of the ring was made up of positively charged energetic particles except 
gravitons are really spooky. They can switch between being positively charged or negatively charged. How 
they do that? In short, they can create gravimetric fields or anti gravimetric fields. The wave wall passing head-
first into the event horizon suddenly found its component molecules hitching a ride down to Infinity Town; 
positive molecules are attracted to their opposites. The ones on the fringes of the gate went the other way; 
there the gravitons were positively changed and as such the energetic articles found themselves being flung 
away like baseballs going at two hundred and fifty thousand miles per second. 

The wave front unaffected by the stargate continued onwards, relentlessly following its trajectory 
towards the planetary system orbiting the Oracle but enough of it has been disrupted so that Delvedia would 
be spared the onslaught. 

Peter, you hear me?
Just. White-noise is causing a lot of feedback… caus czsssshc.......sing a lot of …
Yeah, I can figure that. Listen. I've given everyone a breathing space. As long as that doohickey is out there; 

chances are it'll cause the star to go weird again. You gotta start evac. Get the Delvedians off the planet; as many 
as you can in case the next surge is worse. If you have to go over the Alpha and their senate, do it. We'll deal with the 
political fallout afterwards. I'm gonna head to the sphere; shut the das't thing off!

The signal broke up. White-noise assaulted my ears. Peter can do it. 
Come on Xander, we've gotta get a hell of a lot closer….

Kor acute senses detected a change of mood in the Boardroom. There was a delay period of eight cycles 

between images transmitted from the Sphere, piggybacking through sub-etheric space before datastreams 
were received at the Centre, de-coded and analysed. Most of the data was kept in gnomonic crystal lattices, 
where further study could be made at a later date; the “real-time” data was feed to Kor's terminal for the 
benefit of the Board while simultaneously the data was squirted directly into Kor's fore-brain. Kor observed the 
data and his eyes narrowed. Before his wide crested head glanced up towards the members of the Board, he 
already anticipated their reaction.

“It seems your unable to fulfil your obligation Kor.”, Sire Odal said with a tinge of menace. “May I remind 
you that I do not possess much patience for failure in my organization? I'm sure you recall what became of your 
predecessor…”

“It is a constant reminder, Sire. My dreams recall the vivid pain he suffered at your displeasure when 
Prototype Thirty Five was destroyed during tests conducted in the Kobo Expanse. It was a major set-back but 
as you'll recall when you appointed me as successor; have I not yet proven my loyalty?”

“Your loyalty Darmon Kor is to the Kartel and to the Founder,” said another board-member. “And to 
provide positive results is to provide loyalty. “ 
 “At present I am activating the Sphere's own interspatial defence matrix to respond accordingly. It will 
not only provide an adequate distraction to occupy the Centurion but also ensure I can fulfil my initial 
obligation to you as a testament to this project's viability from its inception, Sire Odal.” 

“Pray then  that you do.” 

The Boardroom...

Meanwhile...

The Sphere lay ahead, less than eight thousand kilometres away. Through my HUD, I could make out more 

defined details about exactly what I was up against. The first thing that immediately came to mind was: it was 
big. REALLY Big! 

It measured over nine hundred kilometres wide. Okay, not as big as our moon; not as big as Galactus' 
home from home but it was still kinda impressive for a large knobbly black ball. I expected it to be really smooth 



like a billiard ball; you'd think whoever or whatever built it would've taken an opportunity to do a good job on 
the visuals but no. It wasn't completely black; the side facing towards the vast disc of the star immediately 
behind it was obscured by the glow of the corona. And did I say it was knobbly? 

The whole thing was made up of inter-locking panels; some hexagonal, some circular. Here and there a 
few triangles dotted haphazardly over the place, concentrated around the sphere's equator. But they weren't 
perfect geometrical shapes. They had rough, ill defined edges, as if someone had used a very blunt saw to cut 
them out of - well whatever the thing was composed of. There were a series of elliptical holes surrounding the 
poles; like the holes you see on a Christmas bauble where you thread your string through to hang it from your 
tree. Except the “holes” glowed with a red inner light. There was shimmering light all over the surface, red 
coming from “cracks” between the various plates and drifting over the surface. Xander told me it was aurora; 
the Sphere was generating its own magnetic and gravity fields, keeping it in orbit above the star's surface. The 
field was reacting to the particles in the star's corona making it visible. 

The Sphere's generating an internal masking field which prevent full analysis of its internal 
composition, Rich. 

Maybe I should just “knock”. 
Ha ha! Maybe you won't have to – look! 
Several holes had appeared on the surface; from this distance it was hard to make out their exact size 

because I had to take note of scale. But I wasn't really concerned about how big they were; it was what had 
emerged from them that drew my eyes. Figured it wasn't going to be that easy to get inside. 

  They were Drones – defence robots, vaguely humanoid, sorta a cross between a Kree Sentry and a 
Dreadnought. Their chassis were composed of the same silver black material the sphere itself was made of. 
Their heads has no facial features expect a singular white orb which pulsed in the centre. Wide shoulders 
surmounted a powerful frame of inter-locking plates. Arms and legs complimented the large chest cavity 
where a second larger orb pulsed in time with the one embedded in the head. Their hands had no fingers, sorta 
more like a solid claw with one apposing thumb. They had no weapons as far as I could tell but they were 
moving ultra fast. I counted twenty of them and they were converging on my location. 

I had to crane my neck to see them approach me from edges of my peripheral vision. Some of them 
were in my blind spot so I activated my visors' tactical array to detect a range of energy emissions: heat, 
electromagnetic….anything that could keep track of them. The visual display snowed occasionally. Till now 
Xander had compensated from any outside interference but here, so close to the star's vast magnetic field 
things were bound to get a little hazy. I hadn't lingered when I'd been close to our own Sun; back then I didn't 
have a super-computer to back me up; just had to rely on good old fashioned Terran instincts. My suit's shields 
were still within acceptable parameters keeping out the extreme radiation otherwise I'd be dead ages ago. 

The first wave encircled me some thirty meters away, their large hands and arms were at their sides 
giving them a streamlined appearance. As they met my gaze they brought their arms away from their sides. 
Some positioned them forward, the “flap” clenched tight. Others hooked them, as if ready to throw a punch. 
Their glow globes oscillated in unison.

Triple beams of coherent energy lashed out at me.  I took it square on, hitting my chest. The energy 
didn't breech my phasic shield but the force's momentum sent me spiralling out of control and straight into the 
waiting arms of four Drones that had closed ranks behind me. Two of them grabbed me by my shoulders; their 
hands pressed hard against my suit's ailerons. The other two were endeavouring to get a hold of my arms, 
pinning me. 

They were holding me really tight. They had encircled my chest under my armpits; gripping me in a bear 
hug. The two either side of me were still trying to pin my arms but I wasn't gonna let that happen. I had to act 
quick cause the others were watching their compatriots and were moving towards me. If they piled on top like 
some intergalactic linebackers I'd be in trouble. I'd need manoeuvrability to keep one step ahead. Out here that 
wouldn't be a problem. No confining walls, brick, steel or rock. No water towers to crash through. No glass 
windows or mirrors to smash and get seven years bad luck. All the space I could want except even I didn't think 
I'd like diving head-first into a star, even as a last resort. I didn't know the upper extreme limit my new armor 
could ensure. Could I dive into a star and come out the other side unscathed? 

I flexed my arms and drove my elbows hard into the two behind me. Their black skin, surface, whatever 
the hell it was composed of, was pretty dense, unyielding, no flexibility like organic muscle and tissue. My 
gauntlets glanced off the surface but the laws of physics came to my aid.  “Larry” and “Moe” behind me were 



pushed away by my action, sent spiralling towards the sun. Their hands tried to keep a grip around my chest but 
lack of fingers didn't given them enough purchase as I moved forward, upping my forward momentum to ten 
gees; giving me a chance to free myself before their associates laid their collective haymakers on me. 

As an afterthought, to give them something to think about, that's if they could think, I let rip a series of 
collimated beams, forty percent expenditure; hard gravitons hit them at one fifth velocity. The impact swatted 
Larry and Moe away again giving me time to get clear but as I flew straight up and looped over the Drone 
cluster I noted that the multiple impacts had caused cracks over their breastplates and limbs. Two more had 
lost limbs entirely. I couldn't see any signs of circuits, wires or the like where they'd sustained damage; just 
white light. But as I completed my ninety degree turn and dived back towards the group I saw a hazy cloud 
“buzzing” over the gaps.

Self repair systems on, Rich. And guess what? They've got some nifty repair routines too! Look at 
their hands! 

I looked. Larry and Moe had now returned to the group but they weren't quite the same. Their hands 
had adapted and grown fingers now giving them a semblance of a humanoid's hand. But what was worrying 
was that the fingers hadn't extruded from the Drone's frame, like Wolverine's adamantium claws, they'd 
appeared out of nowhere. 

They're drawing nascent matter from surrounding space, moulding it like clay! 

Yeah maybe so, but their work's farking shoddy…

The clouds of particles were forming long straight lines solidifying the gaps; worse, clumps of particles 
were reforming into replacement limbs for those that had lost them. But they weren't precise copies.  I 
continued my attack, both hands glowing white hot as raw Nova Force was directed in twenty nano-second 
bursts, each locked onto individuals Drones as Xander displayed their relevant positions on my HUD.  Again as 
they lost limbs, arms, legs, midsection and again new ones grew in their place, again not as precisely detailed, 
still stubby. It seemed they took longer to regenerate larger body parts than things like fingers. They were still 
growing when my wide dispersal beams hit them square on. I increased the yield and this time the effects were 
more dramatic. Six of the units broke up; and shimmered. 

Again I'd been too busy watching my handiwork and not taking note of my rear. The triple blobs of red 
that had converged on my HUD even pre-warned me if I'd paid attention. Rich. Shame on you! 

My phasic shield took the brunt of the impact. The shield was like near invisible putty, moulding to the 
contours of my body and armour. The Drones that had tried to set me up for a lynching had pressed against it, 
the shield in turn had pressed against my body in equal measure. It had caused me some discomfort; maybe a 
bit of bruising would appear on my chest. But that wasn't gonna hinder me in any way. 

****

Ahead I could see a large irregular shaped lump of rock. It was the inner most planet. I headed towards it and 

the happy gang were right on my tail. 
I reached the tidal locked planet and zoomed down closer to the surface. Deep craters and ravines were 

all over the place. One side was radiating heat, well over six thousand degrees evening the shade, bathed in the 
perpetual glow of the star. I saw my shadow passing over the ground….and right behind me….

I glanced behind me. This time I had been paying attention to the HUD, though the shadows had been a 
big help. 

I ducked and dived towards the desolate lifeless surface. The phalanx of six Trans-Drones followed in 
my wake. I landed inside one of the big craters. The rock underfoot was solid. Slight dust clouds wafted at my 
feet in the week gravity which prevented the place from having any kinda air. Some of the craters I'd passed by 
were even deeper, eight or more kilometres high walls, floors draped in dark shadows. Maybe even traces of 
ice. The air was probably cooler too, even more on the night side but in case you decide to visit, don't, because 
the temperature was about two hundred and twenty degrees even here. Above the crater walls I could see the 
ever prevent glare of the sun so I kept my shades on. 

I felt a tremor underneath my feet as the big guys arrived, followed by their “smaller” counterparts. We 
sorta sized each other up, like gladiators in a Roman arena without any spectators. 

I looked at them. I raised my left hand and beckoning them with a gesture I knew even they'd 
comprehend. And yes again common sense didn't prevail. I said, knowing full well my voice wouldn't carry in 
the airless void…



“Okay then. Come on then! You wanna rumble? That's okay by me!”
They took the hint. The smaller units stayed behind, still reconfiguring their earlier wounds. The big 

ones moved forward like a row of linebackers about to sack the quarterback holding the ball. 
My fist hit the nearest one, square on, right in its oversized chest, the force lifted it into the air several 

meters and it arced back colliding with one of its colleagues. No sound carried across to my ears but I still felt 
the impact through my feet. The others continued to charge but I stayed where I was. The next one took a 
swing at me. I planted my feet slightly wider and as the thing followed though its punch I took hold of its arm 
just above the wrist and used its own velocity to toss it over my head. The thing arced and slammed against the 
crater wall, hitting it hard. It slid down to the crater floor disturbing a few loose rocks along the way. 

The next three came simultaneously. Trying to make me second guess their intention. I now decided to 
leave my spot. I flew up and just like the good old days, even before they'd reacted, I slammed into them, my 
right fist ploughing across their chassis, Nova Force energies cracked and swirled, illuminating my arc. They 
felt their centre of gravity shift and down they went. So keeping score? 

While the larger Drones had engaged me, the smaller ones had shifted location, no longer intent on 
staying on the sidelines. In fact they'd vanished but where? Spoke too soon. The ground erupted beneath me, 
rock and dust particles enveloped me momentarily partially obscuring my line of vision. I then felt several 
somethings had grabbed my legs. The smaller units had burrowed under the rock and emerged below me, 
how'd they track my location when they were underneath the soil? 

They were clinging onto me. Their hands had adapted further, distinctive elongated fingers and 
thumbs were holding onto my legs, buckling the phasic field; I felt my skin was being severely pinched as they 
held on tight. I suspected they were somehow altering their mass cause on their own they looked pretty light-
weight. Whatever they'd done, their combined weight was actually pulling me down. 

How'd the fark had the little guys tracked me? 
Behind me the larger Trans-Drones had recovered and were coming towards me very fast, despite their 

size. Two pairs of fists collided with me, not stopping if they were gonna inflict damage on their smaller 
siblings. Not that they cared. They showed no emotion, no body language. Their movements were co-
ordinated by pure instinct. 
 That punch, by the way, did hurt. The force of the punch, augmented by the additional mass the Trans-
Drone had gained since pair-bonding actually dented the phasic field. It compressed against my armour's 
breastplate, in turn causing me to feel some degree of discomfort around my rib-cage. I felt my Adam's apple 
bounce up my throat. I'd expected to feel a hell of a lot more pain when my body impacted against the crater 
floor but oh no. Instead I was falling down the tunnel the siblings had created, dust and loose rock following me 
down like solid rain. The glare that illuminated the edge of the crater disappeared from view. Darkness took 
over. HUD'S night-vision clicked on. The world around me was bathed in eerie shades of grey metallic green. 
Sensors mapped the tunnel's configuration. It was about three meters wide giving or take. The walls of the 
tunnel were almost smooth; they'd used their energy beams to melt through the sub-strata leaving flecks of 
iron and nickel protruding from the walls, just like I'd used the Nova Force to save those folks in the Arcade.

Wait. 
Had they read my mind?  
Maybe….
The thought lingered in my head while I looked at the HUD to see how far I'd been pulled down. I was 

about fifteen meters beneath the ground now then sixteen, then seventeen. Even so the image occasionally 
became unclear; flashes of intense blue and white obscured the world as the sensors were overloaded by the 
Nova Force still venting from my suit's roundels, illuminating the dust clouds. 

I realised how'd they'd tracked me. The particles! The way they acted, anticipating what I did. That was a 
sure sign they were intelligent. Maybe they were alive…. 

You're partly correct Richie. These particles mimic biological processes but they contain no organic 
matter, amino acids. No protein molecular chains and yet...

Love to listen, Xander but I'm kinda in a dilemma here. You know, thirty five meters below ground now and 
these blasted things are getting on my nerves. I'm getting outta here. 
 Xander kept speaking but I just ignored him. I know I shouldn't have but I JUST had to get out. Not that I 
was worried about being buried alive an all. The phasic shield was still protecting my body. Making sure I didn't 
choke on the dirt and loose scree that was piling on top of me just as it kept me safe when I was flying in space 



because space is such a contradictory environment. Like the deepest oceans. In the good old days I used to rely 
on a recycling oxygen supply, lasted up to half an hour if I conserved it. Ten minutes at full capacity. Not 
anymore; the Nova Force sorta energises my body cells, keeps them healthy.   

I looked at the HUD; the tunnel was getting narrower, less than one and half meters wide now. I figured 
the siblings had dug the tunnel independent of each other but that wasn't the case. They'd obviously dug it in 
single file, one creating the initial break in the crater's surface and started to burrow down, the rest falling 
behind. At some point after they'd detected my probable location above ground, even while I'd been airborne, 
come to think about it, they'd reconfigured. The units behind the “leader” began cutting into the tunnel walls 
at tangents, falling in rank at either side. As a result the tunnel got wider, even more so as they changed their 
angle of assent, heading up towards the surface, getting more and more accurate readings to where I was.  

I was now moments away from reaching the point before they'd reconfigured. The walls were closing in 
fast and if I didn't want to get stuck…..

I'd been giving the siblings a lot of grief as we'd fallen. I'd twisted and turned, hitting my body against 
the side of the near vertical shaft. I'd sensed that there were times when they were using every available 
amount of strength to keep me from flying straight back up. They lost grip occasionally. Sometimes they'd slip 
and sometimes they even slow down, but only for a moment. They'd then compensate and re-double their 
efforts and before I'd got a chance to make a move and get free they'd grab my limbs and latch on again like 
limpets. But as I fell deeper and deeper, they got slower and slower, till eventually. 
I'd managed to thrust down my left hand and I let rip a collimated burst; it hit one of the siblings and sliced it in 
half. Autonomic responses kicked in and it let go of my left leg. I had to be careful, because as the width of the 
shaft got narrower and narrower as I neared the points where it veered ninety degrees, I was liable to blast one 
of my own legs off. I'd lost one leg already. Not pleasant. I can tell you but if I wanted out…

I twisted my body again, this time hitting the opposite side of the shaft, giving me enough opportunity 
to manoeuvre my other hand down my right side. 

My fists glowed pure white as I used gravimetric streams to give me additional forward thrust. The 
Nova Force propelled me up towards the surface, the remaining siblings clinging onto me still.
 Up above, I figured the Trans-Drones were probably waiting for me. Just in case the others hadn't taken 
me out. They weren't too close to the edge of the shaft in case they fell in but their denser mass was causing the 
ground surrounding the top of the shaft to shear off, fracturing the walls, rock and dust falling into it. Time 
wise, I'd been under for less than one minute so when a sudden geyser of rock, dust and last Nova Centurion 
erupted outta the shaft at fifty gees like a cork outta a champagne bottle it took them completely off guard. 

I ascended about fifty or more meters above the crater floor and took care of the siblings still holding 
onto me by summoning a nova burst. Gravimetric energies flared around me and pushed the siblings away, 
even their bodies unable to hold onto their humanoid forms as the blast collided with them. They lost their 
shape entirely and vanished The Trans-Drones below also got a dose of the action as the energy wave buffeted 
them like skittles in a bowling alley. Their defined edges bleed away, dark particles swirled everywhere and for 
a moment I couldn't see them or the siblings, their forms obscured as the Nova Force illuminated the crater 
over a kilometre wide. 
 You were saying something earlier? 

I was trying to tell you these particles contain no organic compounds and yet possess a 
macromolecular nucleotonic structure… 

Oh, right....  
On my HUD I saw a set of spheres twisting in a corkscrew pattern. I saw two sets, pairs. They reminded 

me of roller-coaster tracks, curving up and down, looping around and around each other. Surrounding the pairs 
I could see some kinda energy discharge. It looked like bottled lightning. The pattern repeated itself over and 
over again. I got dizzy looking at it so asked Xander to freeze the graphics in mid spin. I studied the graphic 
closely and I knew what the pattern resembled. Anyone who's ever sat through Biology One Zero One would 
know….

That's DNA! But you said this stuff isn't alive…..
It isn't. What you're looking at is the molecular structure associated with Preons….
What the heck are they?  
Xandarian theoreticians figured Preons are catalytic agents responsible for creating universal 

structure. 



Hold it. Let me get my mind into gear. What you're saying is that these Preons are like universal glue? What 
they call Dark Matter? Rob told me that most of the Universe is made of this shit although no one knows exactly 
what it's made of. You're telling me Preons are it and the Xandarians knew? How?  

The Xandarians proved their existence by collecting samples. 
The probes! The ones they sent into the Inkblot! 
The Xandarian Science Elite figured Preons created holomorphic fields Richie. Think of them as a 

smart molecule. They considered using Preons in order to stabilize Xandarian DNA to access the Nova Force 
more efficiently during the mid-era of the Nova Corps after the ascension of Arthian Dian. However there 
were consequences and the research was later abandoned. Instead they turned to the use of psiondynamic 
conditioning – mind over matter to ensure those accessing the Nova Force could do so through sheer will and 
imagination. There's more. They figured Preons were artificial, introduced into our reality before the Big 
Bang, from some universe that existed before ours. 

By whom?
The Celestials, Rich. 
Okay hold that for a moment, I think there's something moving below me. 

And whatever it was it was big. 

****

They'd all combined. It was over forty five meters high and growing. They obviously been storing the kinetic 

energy from my fight, or amalgamated their individual energy sources together, using the fusion to morph 
into one composite body. The new form was more defined, more human looking. They'd obviously taken notes 
about my workouts at the gym. Its body was massive, well muscled, plates of inter-locking bars and strips 
surrounding huge arms and legs about half a meter thick. Its head contained a strip of white light where the 
“eyes” would've been; some kinda optical system. No mouth, just a larger pulsing white orb. Another larger orb 
was located in the massive chest between two well defined pectoral plates; in fact the thing's chest sorta 
mimicked my own armour.  Plates covered the thing's shoulders making them about six meters wide. The 
hands were also pretty human looking.   
 Considering its bulky size it moved pretty fast. Almost as soon as the last effects of the Nova Burst 
subsided its head locked onto my position. It hands reached out to me and tried to grab me. If they'd gotten a 
hold of me I'd been squashed in my armour like a bug between two bricks. At least I think I'd be. Not that I 
wanted to find out. I moved up outta reach and headed towards the rim of the crater but the thing had 
anticipated my action. Before I crossed over the crater outta walls I was caught in a beam of intense light; some 
kinda traction beam. It caught me, held onto me, and was pulling me back towards it. I tried to move forward 
but something was stopping me from moving forward. It had figured a way to counter-act forward motion and 
was now reeling me in like a fish. I had to break free. I gritted my teeth and felt considerable strain on my face; 
using every iota of willpower to make me move forward…just a bit more….faark…just a bit 
more…gaaahhh…pain…streacccchinnng meeeeeee…….come on Rich…move yourself…..

I turned my head…glanced back…the Super-Drone or “Stallone” as I decided to christen it was moving 
towards me…the beam still pouring from its chest orb…and it hands were outstretched….big hands…gonna 
grab me…tear me apart…fark…won't let it....gotta break free…cause I not gonna fail…not..gotta think of the 
.……. 

…..universe…power….Xander……give me all the powerrrr tooooo brreak freee…. 
Commmpensattting. Forty five percent……..fifty five percent…..eighty percent….
I…I caaaaannn feel something gonnnna give…just a little bit……mooore…felllt a tremour ….
freeedissss…seventy two perrcent Rich….ieeee---do you  wish toooo disssengage safety…..

       be a…gottaa break outta beam....
Something gave away. Thankfully I found myself moving forward. I'd extracted myself from the beam 

which continued to fire several meters below me. I had to put that out of commission, heck the thing too cause 
they, the Preon, weren't gonna let me be unless I…Wait! What's that ahead of me? 

I asked Xander to magnify the large rock strewn area ahead. There, about fifteen kilometres ahead, 
bisecting it was a large crack in the ground, beyond which was a rising cliff-face some five thousand meters 
high. I glanced over my left shoulder; Stallone  was still hot on my trail, getting closer. It had switched off the 
beam but its chest orb was glowing intensely. Before I'd turned my head back to the rapidly approaching crack, 
the ground near me exploded in a column of dust and rock then another to my right even nearer. I threw up my 



hands in front of my face; not that I needed to, the shield was still holding and just as well. I noted the 
temperature. It was well over two hundred and eighty degrees, getting warmer. Xander told me that I'd flown 
well beyond the terminator and after the next ridge I'd be in full glare of the solar disc. There, the temperature 
was over four hundred and ninety degrees. 

The chasm looked deep, very deep, over a kilometre wide and two hundred kilometres long. Maybe 
deeper than the tunnel the siblings had burrowed. I'd seen several dozen similar cracks all over the surface of 
the planetismal. The Planetismal suffered several major impacts in its past, so violent that it had literally split 
apart. This would have been during the early days of the system's creation, just like our own. Rocks would've 
collided and shattered in some kinda cosmic pool game but eventually the larger rocks would be pulled backed 
together only to be broken up again. Every time, the large chunks would fused together and then.....well you 
get the idea. Eventually things would calm down and the large rocky balls would cool down and become 
planets but they'd be scared for eternity, hence the large cracks. 

Hopefully the crack was deep, really deep. 

Cause I'd kept thinking about what Xander had told me about these particles. That they used heat, light 
and energy from stars to keep alive, grow and do whatever they do. And yet the siblings had been notably less 
active as they'd pulled me further and further down into the dark. Maybe the Preon particles could store 
energy, like batteries, but sooner or later, a battery looses power and it's off to the Wal-Mart when you're alarm 
clock stops working and you end up being late for work or college. Happened to me a lot! 

I took a chance. The thing was still pursuing me. All of them had been manufactured by the Sphere to 
take care of me. So far they'd played a good game of cowboy and Indians, now I wanted to play follow the 
leader. I dived straight into the chasm. Xander activated my night-vision but I couldn't see the walls, too far 
apart and there was no sign of the bottom. 

I didn't bother to look back to see if Stallone was following me cause a energy beam zoomed past me. 
The air around me got warmer for a second. The temperature was now down to less than fifty degrees and 
dropping quickly as I plunged ever deeper and deeper into the dark. One moment I'd been glad to get back to 
the surface and now I was deliberately doing the opposite ….

It was now below zero. I was well over twenty kilometres below the surface. The chasm walls were now 
reading on the edge of the display; less than nine hundred meters wide. 

You been reading my thoughts Xander?

Ain't I always? 

Then you know what to do next. Drop Nova Force feed by eighty four percent... 

Cause then I stopped my forward momentum and hovered. I saw the thing coming towards me. On the 
display I could still make out its features, outline and all. If I'd looked without the HUD, I'd maybe see the 
glowing orbs and nothing else. It was pitch black down here…not a lot of light at all…get the picture….

Stallone got nearer and knew, sensed, I was there but like David before Goliath I had the upper hand. I 
rammed forward, using the larger glow orb on its chest as a ship at sea uses a lighthouse to find where the sea 
meets land. And I hit it hard, real hard, both fists simultaneously plunging into it. I expected it to shatter like 
crystal, glass…..something like that but that didn't happen because there was no glass, no crystal, nothing to 
break….it was just light…like fireflies on a warm summer breeze. I saw movement to my right on the night-
vision array; large hand, fingers open, endeavouring to try and grab me. I evaded the swipe and flew over 
Stallone's head; saw the thin strip of white light that acted like the thing's eyes, look up. I flew over and rammed 
hard into the small of its back, then moved away….

And then mentally prompting Xander the roundels on my suit flickered….. 

I'd reduced my connection to the Nova Force, not all of it, but just enough to reduce the amount of 
luminosity they were emitting. The dark enclosed me and Stallone. Like the proverbial dying battery in that 
battered alarm clock that I threw against my bedroom wall more times I'd care to mention, I was now relying on 
my reserves, but I was channelling  my reserves and using my augmented strength to cause him grief. Just as I'd 
figured the particles were now beginning to lose power; who or whatever had bio-engineered those to convert 
sunlight hadn't realized they'd created an Achilles heel. Unlike their ancestors, these particles needed to be in 
constant sunlight to thrive yet down here, thirty two kilometres below the surface and still falling, and over 
minus twenty degrees…and without time enough to get back up top and recharge they were struggling. 
Maybe size played a factor too. The Siblings needed less power because they were not as densely packed as the 
Trans-Drones or Stallone. They'd stored enough power to go underground for a short time, but when they'd 



Vel'thli watched the black haired bipedial with the glowing blue eye as he walked down the corridor. His dark 

metallic boots clicked upon the black Cortilizte tiles, echoing over the perpetual background noise of the 
MediCEN. His head was nodding as he talked to one of the senior medicals who walked beside him. The 
Medical had to strain his neck the top of his bald head was level with the waist of the being who called himself 
Quill. Hovering in front of his face was a holographic display which scrawled lists of names and numbers in 
Delvedian cuneiform. The medical held a Tablet in one hand while gesturing with his others. Vel'thli heard the 
medical's voice:

“We have over two thousand in-patients; mostly transients. Some can be transferred immediately but 
we have many who are on life-support. Many have initial symptoms of radiation sickness; mostly those who 
were fully exposed to the flare, majority from the leisure parks, inner city…mostly commuters who were taking 
a lunch break. We're utilized Neumune treatments but I'm a realist. They're not working as effectively as we'd 
anticipated.”

“We have meta-biotech facilities aboard our ship.” Quill replied. “They're being prepared for 
intermediate cases. Advanced cases we'll put in stasis and transfer them to medicoms in the Fringeworlds.” 

“EmedProCen informed us transition would be temporary! You're telling us patients will be taken 
“elsewhere.”” Vel'thli could believe what the physician was saying. “Can you not set up your facilities here?  We 
have more than ample space to accommodate.”

“Till we're certain the present danger can be down-classed, an immediate full planetary evacuation is 
now in affect. Although Delvedia is not subject to the Fornax convention the Senate fully understands the 
situation and has agreed to cooperate fully. We've set up an Embarkation point outside. We're applying the 
process throughout the city at key locations: All MediCens, administrational centres, plazas and so on. We'll 
commence transfers within the next cycle. I fully sympathise how distressing this situation is but we have no 
alternative options. As soon as the danger is passed we'll ensure re-settlement takes place.…”

“And how long will that be?”
“I can't give you a satisfactory answer sir. But I'm sure it won't be very long.” 
Quill and the medical passed Vel'thli and continued walking, turning right at the end of the corridor 

heading for one of the wards. Vel'thli glanced back down the corridor. Ti-mon had been gone for sometime. 
Surely it didn't take. Then she saw him. He came through the double doors, stopping momentarily to allow two 
trolleys pushed by interns to pass by before he reached her. Their eyes locked and he smiled. 

“I'm sorry. I had to wait till…”
“Where's Tei-Sha'qui?” Vel'thli interrupted him.
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Delvedia. MediCEN, Hel'thi District 
Just over three hours (DMT) after Nova's encounter within the Sphere..

dragged me down they were tapping into my Nova Force, not the Force itself but its light energy. 

Stallone needed to expend a lot of power to keep its integrity; but down here…

My fists actually began to dent Stallone's structure. I used the night array to grab a hold of one of its 
arms and I pulled it clean away. I could see particles on the array, they weren't swarming…..they were dropping 
like flies that had been sprayed with pesticide. The glow orb on its chest was now dimmer, flickering. On my 
array, it watched its outline, in the eerie green glow drop further and further down…how far did this crack go? 
Didn't want to know…I had other things to attend to.

I zoomed straight up and out of the chasm. I'd started tapping into my emergency reserves as I'd flown 
back up but as soon as I'd figured I'd put enough distance between me and Stallone. I'd got Xander to re-
establish my power flow back to eighty percent nominal. I shot out like a small star and sped back towards the 
Sphere; less than a minute and ten seconds or so away. 

I glanced at the sun; the surface was still heaving and now I could see distinct dark patches beginning to 
form….large sunspots, so big they'd swallow Deldevia whole. 

Rich. I'm detecting Preon particles descending into the star's photosphere. It's beginning all over 
again Rich but this time I think it's for keeps. If we don't find a way to stop the Sphere, we can pretty much 
consider this a bust. And if that happens then everyone will die, us included... 



“She's with you. She wanted something cold to drink. You only left…”
“She hasn't been with me. I've been talking to EmedProCen on Intel-net. There was a queue. It took an 

age to find someone who was willing to speak to me. I watched the broadcast on the Vid while I waited. Ki-tch 
looks nervous. Then the Vid crashed. Tried to get back online but then I was interrupted when the new-arrivals 
walked into reception. They gave everyone quite a scare…”

“Ti-mon..” Vel'thli was agitated now. Her voice rising…”She left with you.”
“She wasn't…”
“She left with you! Please. Where's our daughter? Where is….”
“Look, I'm…”
“You called her Little Sky. She wanted some juice so you offered to get some from one of the vendors. I 

asked you to get me some Jen-shal. You picked Tei-Sha'qui up and you both left that way.” she pointed down 
the corridor. “I know things have been right with us Ti-mon. You talked about the future. Where is she?!”

“For Oracle's sake, I left her with you. She was sitting on that chair, holding her broken laptop. I told you 
both to stay here. I only was gone…”

“Where's is she Ti-mon?” Tears started to stream down Vel'thli's face. He looked at his wife and held her. 
His voice tried to remain calm but he could feel panic welling up inside him. He tried not to show it. 

“I know its been a strain but you have to believe me. I will never place our daughter in harm. I love her. I 
love you. That will never change. I didn't take her to get a drink. I've been neglecting…my work…Ken'sal-thi 
was right, I.”

“She went with you.”
“Arguing won't solve things. Now which vendor did “I” go too…“
“The one next to Reception….”
“Which didn't happen….”
“Very convenient.”
“Okay, I'll prove it....”

Reception was crowed when the doors to the lift opened with silent efficiency. Ti-mon's gaze immediately fell 

upon the Sal'thi. They had set up a mobile command dais to the right hand side of the Reception desk. It 
consisted of six terminals about a metre high arranged in a semi-circle. 

Ti-mon surmised the terminals had their own independent power supply as he couldn't see any cables. 
Above the terminals was a curving holographic display showing schematics of the MediCEN. Behind the 
terminals was seated a young bipedal male with blonde hair wearing a red and grey skinsuit. The left hand side 
of his face was covered in a large ornate tattoo arcing around his eye. 

Ti-mon walked over to the Reception desk. Three Receptionists were busy. They all choose to ignore Ti-
mon. Ti-mon then stared to ask some of the patent and transients. He reached into his pocket and thankfully 
his wallet was still there; sixty fusocredits and more precious than money was a photo of his girl which had been 
taken in the park last yarn. Her smile was infectious. 

“Have you seen my daughter?” he asked a couple standing close by. They shook their heads in unison. 
He tried again and again and again. Same answer, same response. All the time in the back of his mind Ti-mon 
tried to comprehend the impossible. How could someone that looked like him exist? He knew that one rare 
occasions genetic similarities resulting in families having identical twins, even triplets. …but that wasn't 
important. What was important was why his daughter was missing and who had taken her for what reason. 
Why now? It didn't make…..

“Sir ?”
One of the Sal'thi had watched him closely with his bionic eye. 
“Sir. You need to remain calm. We've started the evacuation. There’s plenty of time.  I know…”
“No you don't know. My daughter, she's gone missing…”
“At one of the Incident Zones? Can yo….”
“No, here! She was here! We came from the Arcade. I left her and my wife to go and get some 

information…when I returned my wife told me that my daughter had gone. Someone took her. Someone that 
looked like me….”

Ti-mon expected the Sal'thi thought he was talking nonsense. He probably thought that the poor man 
standing in front of him had seen his daughter die and simply refused to accept the inevitable.  



“I understand your daughter is missing. I will do what I can but I can't guarantee.”
“She was here! We've been here for two, maybe three cycles at best. This is a photo of her; yesterday 

was her birthday. We were rescued by one of your kind, in a blue suit with a golden helmet on his head. Called 
himself...” 

“Yeah I know him. He’s the Sundance Kid to my Butch Cassidy. Can I take a look at the photo?” 
The dark haired Sal'thi reached out and took the photo, holding it carefully in her thick metallic 

sheathed fingers. Ti-mon heard several slight clicking sounds coming from the alien’s right eye. 
“She's very beautiful.”
He handed the photo to the alien sitting with the machine. “Sahmuq, just taken some snaps with my 

eye. Run a check with EmedProCen, compare the genocensus and see if she's been trans-phased already or 
taken out to the Adora on one of the shuttles. While you're at it access the visual sensory web for this building. 
Maybe she's lost somewhere.”

The black haired newcomer then saw something that distracted him. Ti-mom glanced towards the 
main entrance. “Bou't time you got back here. So is it really that bad?”

“It's worse than bad.” a familiar voice said. “We're on the clock Quill. But right now got something else 
to deal with, I'm here to see Ti-mon. I need…”

“I can't Nova. I told you I can't help you. Not now, my daughter….”
“What's wrong?”
“She's gone!”

NEXT TIME: 
EIGHT YEARS AGO...



DAY OF THE DOCRONS!
PART 3



Much more!
Riding on his personal hi'opsys – a primitive type of camel, almost – this morning, he smells the burning lava and 

smoke from nearby volcanoes and thinks, Aye, it is good to be alive this day.
The night had not been a pleasant one. Another long day among diplomats of other worlds and his own castle's 

chaos; since the death – by his own hand! -- of treasonous wife Marlee, some of his other wives among dozens have 
strode toward individualistic opportunities not in keeping with the crown of this world Threlkel. 

Malcontents, he thinks, I always choose malcontents!
Then, under the orange skies of this honored world, Emperor Traven dismounts his hi'opsys and rolls gymnast-

like to the hard-rock ground of this lava planet. He stretches his massive arms out and 20 youths come scrambling into 
them. These arms that could crush stone hold the 20 moppets as gently as a nurse does a newborn babe. These are the 
children of Traven! This is the future of the Threlkellian Empire!

“So, T'koy, are you ready to try and raise Memorell today?” Traven says to his eldest, pointing to his enchanted 
blade of legend.

“Aye, Father, I am,” T'koy says, on this occasion thinking the name of the sword as he heaves on its mighty 
handle. And for the first time in recent memory, someone besides Traven lifts legendary Memorell off the ground – or at 
least its hilt!

For a moment, the ruler of all he surveys is speechless.
KLLANNNGGGG!!!!! 
Memorell drops out of the boy's hand and hits the hard volcanic ground.
“Zounds! Son, you are becoming a man right under my old nose,” the Emperor laughs. “I think the next 

diplomatic session I have, I will let you handle it. How say you?”
His breast heaving over the stress of lifting Memorell even a bit, T'koy manages just one word to his father: 

“Borrrr-ingggg!”
The Emperor concurs. And then they and all the children laugh under the orange skies of peace, of home.

On the darker side of the molten world lies the Forbidden Zone. Here it was, not so long ago on the cosmic clock, that 
man and slave labored on the highly technological “boom darts,” as they are called. On Earth, they are called nuclear 
warheads. 

That production ceased shortly after the destruction of the traitorous world Cripton and the grounds around the 
industry were shut down forevermore, the populous – except those workers maintaining the area and those guards 
watching a number of prison cells there – forbidden to venture there. Thus its moniker.

Most recently, the confiscated Star Destroyer of Mor, missing Overlord of the Docron race, was brought here for 
storage,  in billions and billions of individual pieces. First a terrorist attack on the peaceful world of Microsha, the Docrons 
had dared an empire-wide invasion just days ago from an asteroid belt near the planet Bluech. Since war's end, the star 
craft (or its parts) has rested here undisturbed. 

Until now.
Unseen by maintenance personnel or guard droids, a small cube shape of alien energies begins to form on a hunk 

of material that once made up a command module of the Star Destroyer. Then opens a tesseract, a pocket dimension all 
its own!

POP!
Onto the throneworld of this entire dimension steps Mor, hero of the Docron, ruler of a thousand worlds (in 

another dimension, it might be added) and descendent of the great Binary Wars hero Gyrth Sentarr.
They did not reckon with my keen mind, this world of scientists in a war fought by wizards and madmen, Mor 

thinks. From the start, even before the delightful discovery of that treasure trove Microsha, I spied the energy rings of 
this unique orb, rings which can supplement by own psi-powers, rings which can allow me to form a star gate home … or 
perhaps not. I am feeling quite comfortable in … what is it? … “Threlkel?”

His body armor rigged to be invisible to AI life, his blaster taking care of any living beings that might be 
unfortunate enough to round a corner, Mor works through the night and the next morning, slowly but surely taking 
Docron technology from his Star Destroyer into his battle armor. He can hardly wait to employ it! And never before has 

he world is one of molten lava, active volcanoes on a scientific world whose people hold dear their territory. Over 
the eons, they have fought for it, liberated it, bled for it, died for it. All that pride swells each day that dawns for the Tbarbarian called Traven. For he is ruler of all he surveys – and more.

The other-dimensional planet of Threlkel, seat of a star-spanning empire...

*****

STORY SO FAR - Years ago, a lone survivor of the Nova Corps of Universe 2814 found herself mysteriously deposited on the desert 
planet of Threlkel. Known as Denarian, she became a valued member of the Star Blazers protecting Threlkel alongside the 
mysterious mage, the Wonder Worlock!  Yet now the Threlkellian Empire faces a new threat; the Docrons...



the region's name, Forbidden Zone, been truer.

Later, as the great light- and heat-providing planetary rings that surround Threlkel warble, the skies turn from orange to 
a pleasant pink. Inside the fortress that is Traven's home, his children play with others of the kingdom: no one is elite on 
Threlkel or its sister worlds, at least in the eye of its Emperor. If there is a caste system, it belongs to the scientists of this 
world and outward, not on the grounds where children play.

And by this eventide, the news of T'koy's accomplishment with Memorell yesterday morning has circled the 
gossip grapevine. The eldest son of Lord Traven is by no means the hater of publicity – or peer worship -- that his father is.

“Aye, I would say I lifted the enchanted blade at least three feet, maybe four!” T'koy, mounted on a heavy tree 
stump meant to be a royal hi'opsys, tells a group of like-age admirers, not a skeptic among the lot. “Why, His Majesty told 
me he was almost twice my age before he could remove the sword from its jewel-encrusted hilt.

“Hahaha!” he continues. “You have nothing to fear in the future, my good friends and people, because your 
future has been placed in me … T'koy: Son of Traven! Grandson of Threlkey!” 

A sudden white flash among the pink skies then and suddenly no one moves among the throng of children save 
T'koy himself. 

“Wha …?” is his only reaction, as his bravado has been drenched by the sweat of fear down the back of his tunic, 
as swiftly as smoke through a keyhole.

“Be not afraid, T'koy, son of Traven, grandson of Threlkey,” says Mor, a fox in the henhouse. “Your playmates and 
siblings are merely held in psychic stasis. It is essentially 'play-acting,' but involuntary.”

“Who …?”
“I have a message for your father, the Emperor,” the Docron says. “Tell him Mor, Overlord of Docron, awaits him 

on the grand – and fairly empty – desert of Ponfar, and before the energy rings fade from the skies at dusk. Now … Go! 
GO!”

Faster than quicksilver does T'koy run to the throne room, his siblings and other playmates – who were 
stationary but still witnesses to the invader – following behind. Hands reach down and catch the approaching speedy 
youth. 

T'koy?!” It is Denarian, known as Nova, deputy leader of the imperial guard the Star Blazers, visiting the castle in 
absent praetor Prima Dona's sted to report on Microsha progress post-war. “Where's the fire, my prince?”

Half-way into his quick tale, Traven arrives and so T'koy repeats.
“I shall inform King Wellton and signal the Star Blazers,” Nova says. “Your Excellency, I suggest you inform King 

Zavar and you can …”
“Nova … my good Denarian, I must take Memorell in hand and hie me off to the Desert Ponfar. 'Tis a personal 

challenge…”
“It's a global or universal threat, is what it is … all due respect, Your Excellency. What about your children, what 

about the energy rings?” Nova says, and with the weight of conviction. “This is an alien being that almost conquered our 
entire realm. I don't want to lose another universe … I don't want to lose another home!”

He smiles at this brave warrior from another universe, this barbarian emperor. She has been through hell and 
back in a dimension she never made … and yet has, rising to second-in-command of the greatest fighting force in 
Threlkel. He takes her warnings under serious advisement … but then, pushing Nova gently aside, he swings Memorell in 
a wide arc and winds lift Traven out of the open palace and toward Ponfar.

“For Threlkel!” he screams as he flies over the children, all the younger tots going nuts! Denarian looks on 
wordlessly, a soldier bound by the commands of her general, a corpsman bound by the orders of her Nova Prime. Tears 
fall from the eyes of the almost-forgotten T'koy.

The desert of Ponfar…

Mor is not hiding.
Traven hits the sands running, facing a flurry of energy bolts from the glove of the armored invader. The Docron 

tries to bring his psi-powers into play but for some reason they do not have the required effect on this extra-dimensional 
king.

Mor's armor is constructed of a titanium alloy that provides a fair deal of protection from physical and energy 
attacks, as is proven by the sheer eldritch power being summoned by Memorell against Mor. The suit also seems to offer 
an internal air supply and life support systems, since Mor fails to succumb to an oxygen-robbing vortex summoned by the 
magic blade. The armor evidently increases the wearer's strength and durability to superhuman degrees as well, as Mor 
begins throwing massive boulders at Traven, as if he were an Intz on faraway Shirewood.

For all its sanctuary, thinks Traven, the main feature of yon armor seems to be a wide array of offensive weaponry 
holding the acts of my sword at bay: electrostatic beams, lasers, magnetic force "punch-blasters," and even 
tractor/repellor beams have all been exhibited in a short time. And I tire, he does not. I fear …

Just then, stench of brimstone and a purple mist signal the arrival of the Wonder Worlock as a tornado of snakes, 

*****



the Vortex of Vipers, delivers the Sorcerer Supreme to Ponfar. He was only summoned by Nova seconds ago from 
Oceanus. (The SB deputy leader, fearing for her monarch, broke command; Denarian knows she will have hell to pay, if 
her emperor survives the latest Docron threat. Would the Nova Prime have gone easier on her than Traven will…? Not to 
mention the fiery-tempered Prima Dona!)

“Mor! This is not even your universe! What have …?” That is all the Dark Mage gets out before a modified neuro-
stunner ray, once the heart of a Star Destroyer, belts the Wonder Worlock full force.

“Well, the guest of honor!” Mor screams. “Do you realize what you have cost me, magic man? Dignity, birthright, 
respect … all because of some magician? I am a laughing stock among the Docron, I would surmise, despite my lineage! 
Now …”
KKKLLLLAAAAANNNGGGGG!!!

Traven swings Memorell mightily at the Docron Overlord. The resulting hit does not kill, as it most certainly 
would have under other circumstance, but it does knock Mor off his psi-platform. He rolls onto a sandy dune and whirls 
around, calling again on his strongest weapon, the neuro-stunner. 

“Traven …!” cries the celestial sorcerer. Too late.
The unshielded Emperor is caught off-guard and is rendered paralyzed, dropping his enchanted blade and 

falling hard to the ground. Before the Wonder Worlock can summon the Guided Muscle, Mor reaches out with his teep 
and convinces the shaman he has increased his density so greatly that he cannot control his own physique, cannot move. 
Improbably, it works, and Mor goes in for the kill on his cowled arch-foe. Traven, for once in his life, lies helpless, shaking 
as if in convulsion.

Just then, amid the cold sands and high rocky peaks of Ponfar tread the small boots of T'koy, brought here 
through the auspices of an Olympian teleporter in Traven's castle. Like Nova, the boy thinks there will be hell to pay… IF 
they all survive. He covertly heads for his father's quivering body, hairs on edge like a great cat, but then he spies the 
hapless mage, as close to him as a good uncle, he sees the villainous Mor, and then he sees the sword. THE sword.

He sees … Memorell!
Memorell, forged twice from a meteor by the Founders during the Neolithic and Bronze ages. By the time of the 

Great Solar Wars and the traitorous acts of the Criptonans, the mystic blade had already been wielded by the Sons of 
Threlkey for decades and its ethereal properties had already been forged into place by an extra-dimensional time-
traveler who acted as vizier to King Threlkey IV, he who was called Thaumaturge.

He sees Memorell.
T'koy leaps for the sword, not yet noticed by either the Docron or the shaman. At that moment, Traven awakes 

but cannot move, although he tries his damndest when he sees his eldest son in danger! “t-t-t….k-k-k…” he mutters.
T'koy, acting on instinct and adrenaline, thinks the name of the sword as he heaves its mighty handle, says a 

prayer to the memory of the Founders and to his grandsires past. And then the son of Traven lifts the legendary Memorell 
and swings a powerful arc toward the dark armored form of Mor, whose shields are down to deliver a death-stunner to 
the hated Dark Mage.

“ …Wonder Worlock,” Mor continues his diatribe, “you will learn the pain of Docron vengeance. And now …”
“And now, invader, YOU -- not my uncle, not my father, not my universe, YOU -- shall learn the pain of Threlkellian 

vengeance at the hands … of the AVENGING SON! DIE!!!”
SSSSWWWWIIIISSSSSHHHHHH!!!
Uncannily, the ebon blade strikes the Overlord's battle armor on its only weak area, where helmet meets collar.
“Zootalaris!”
“By the Power Rings!”
As the adults are eventually able to rise to their feet, the sword Memorell remains staunchly in the right hand of 

T'koy, far above the desert sands.
“Are you well? Father? Uncle?” he asks, one foot on the smoldering armor of Mor, armor that had once been a 

mighty star craft. The youth does not even yet realize what he has done, nor what he holds.
Mor, Overlord of the Docrons, is quite dead.
Traven wants to fuss at his eldest son, wants to reprimand him for disobeying his wishes, setting foot into the 

heat of battle. But what he does is open his mighty-muscled arms and, assisted by the limping Dark Mage, hoists T'koy 
onto his broad shoulder. As Traven holds a stunned T'koy (still holding the mystic blade) aloft, the Wonder Worlock 
uncharacteristically yells to the empty desert skies: 

“Beware, Docrons! Beware of the power of T'koy! Son of Traven! Grandson of Threlkey! The Avenging Son!”
Bizarrely, T'koy hugs his father as the towering barbarian sets him to the sands, drops the sword and then begins 

to weep uncontrollably.
“You know, my friend …” Traven says, a quizzical look on his face.
“Yes, Your Highness?” responds the Dark Mage.
“I probably should have remained a bachelor.”
The rock walls and swirling dunes of Ponfar echo with laughter.

FINIS
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